Appendix # 4

HOW TO CONDUCT THE DRAW for PRELIMINARIES :
LOC responsible person for judges matters will prepare all the materials for the draw and
conduct the draw with Judge responsible appointed by IFAGG
IFAGG will also supervise the draw.
NOTE: Judges who are judging the competition are not eligible to conduct or take part of the
draw.
NOTE: If the team/country representative is not present the LOC member will fill in for them
What’s needed:
2 non transparent boxes
In box #1 = competing teams names . Each team name written on separate folded piece of
paper
In box #2 = numbers (according to total # of competing teams ) Each number written on
separate folded piece of paper.
Order of the draw procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Someone from LOC will pick the team name from BOX #1
That Team/country representative will pick the number from box #2
The same person will now pick from box #1 next team name
That team /country representative will pick the number from box #2
This process will continue in the same manner till all the teams and numbers are picked
from the boxes

In World Championships we have the draw for A and B groups in each category:
Junior and Women in the same manner and order
Once the draw is finished competition starting order is announced, printed ,delivered to team
representatives and published on social media sites, KSIS and IFAGG and competition
organizers webpages.

HOW TO CONDUCT THE DRAW for FINALS:
Same items needed as for preliminaries (2 non transparent boxes and team names and
numbers in the boxes)
If there are 12 groups competing in finals:
From preliminary competition 7-12th place ranked teams will pick numbers from 1-6
From preliminary competition 1-6th place ranked teams will pick numbers from 7-12
If there is only 9 to 11 teams in finals the following system must be used:
Half of the total finalists numbers + 1 for top group.
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F.Ex.
GROUP 1
1
2
3
4
———————————————
GROUP 2
5
6
7
8
9
———————————————————
This means that team placed 5th in preliminaries will be in the draw with Top groups.

For WC and CC the draw is done by A and B groups same way as for World and Junior World
Championships.

